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Oliver Schlag via Oliver Schlag <dl7tny@darc.de> 13. apríla 2019, 18:37
Odpovedať: Mailing list for IARU Region 1 Emergency Communications Co-Ordinators <r1emcor@iaru-r1.org>
Komu: r1emcor@iaru-r1.org

Hello Greg,
Hello All,

Am Samstag, 13. April 2019, 13:11:34, schrieb Greg Mossop:
Are your countries/groups looking at communications methods different
from 'normal' voice modes?

for our country we have to split our view onto emcom services into a national and an international part. While the
international part on HF has not changed the last years the national part is currently in heavy motion. The national
authorities have told us man times that - since they have Tetra - there is no need for voice backup from amateur
radio. (Please don't tell me, they are wrong. They have their opinion and it is rock solid) Beside the interest in
Hamnet, which is growing since the berlin power outage, we're currently exploring the possibilities of AREDN
(Amateur Radio Emergency Data Network) as a mesh network for local events.

We have made significant success in using AREDN together with emergency services in the last year in parts of the
country and currently building up knowledge and starting to define rules to get AREDN from an experimental stage to
a production stage. The demand from the emergency services to get support from us with data networks is
reasonable big, because the tetra network can not transport this amount of data and the emergency services do not
have the hardware nor the skills to provide the services by themself.

On the other hand we should not forget, that running a hamnet or an AREDN mesh (in which event ever) is no longer
the "easy" job of voice communication on hf or uhf/vhf. We're more and more going to be Network Engineers and
Network Operators. Which requires a massive amount of new things to learn and new techniques to adapt... But for
us here in Germany its a way to attract new people to the field of emergency communication...

Perhaps if there is some kind of interest in AREDN i can hold a short intro into it at HAMRADIO?

vy 73 de DL7TNY, Oliver
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